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Some Graphs that Capture the Attention of the Profession
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Figure 1: Cross-National Trends in Inequality – Gini coefficients

Trends in Inequality ‐ Gini coefficients

Source: OECD, Standardised World Income Inequality Database, AMP Capital 

Source: OECD, Standardised World Income Inequality Database, AMP Capital.James Heckman Overview



Figure 2: Cumulative Growth in Average Income, by Income Group, 1979
to 2020: U.S.
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Figure 3: Decomposing Top 10% into 3 Groups, 1913-2017: U.S.

Source: Piketty and Saez, 2003 updated to 2017. Series based on pre-tax cash market income including realized capital gains
and excluding government transfers.
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Figure 4: U.S. Top 0.1% Pre-Tax Income Share and Composition

Source: Piketty and Saez, 2003 updated to 2017. Series based on pre-tax cash market income including or excluding realized
capital gains, and always excluding government transfers.
Note: The Figure displays the top 0.1% income share and its composition. Top 0.1% defined by market income including
realized capital gains.
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Piketty and Saez

Figure 5: Shares of top 1% incomes in total pre‐tax income, 1980 – 2014
(or closest available period)
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Sources of Inequality

I. Taxes and Transfers?
II. Skills? Skill Premia? (Technology? Lagging Supply? Or both?)
III. Genetics?
IV. Macroeconomic Factors?
V. Family Structure?
VI. Tax Reporting and Tax Income Units
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What Income is Being Measured? (What Components Drive
the Time Series?)

Capital? (Piketty and Coauthors)
Wages and Skills? (A Lot of Labor Economics)

What Policies Indicated?
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Income Measurements
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Measures of income are sensitive

• To measure income one has to make choices on
• Measure: Central tendency (Median); Inequality (Share held by

top 1%, share by quintile, Gini)
• Type of income: Labor earnings (wages, salary; hourly, weekly,

annual); market earnings; whether and how to include government
transfers; employer-provided benefits; pre- or post-tax

• Source: Survey (CPS-ORG, CPS-March, CPS-ASEC, Census);
IRS; Social Security

• Methodology: Unit of measurement (tax unit vs individual vs
size-adjusted HH); missing income; inflation index

• These choices can be consequential for the resulting story on what
income distributions look like and how they have evolved over time

• Measurements of median income are not sensitive to data source,
but are sensitive to type of income and methodology

• Measurements of inequality are sensitive to data source, type of
income, and methodology
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Sensitivity of median income

Figure 6: Rose (2018)
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Reconciling studies of median income growth

• Studies measuring median income differ in estimates, but they also
differences in data sources and methodology

• For example, consider the following two studies (same authors!)
• Piketty & Saez (2003)

• Exclude government transfers and employer health care
contributions

• Unit of analysis is the tax unit, estimate incomes for non-filers
• Tax-filing units have grown faster than population growth because

fewer adults are marrying and more people are filing as single
adults (from 44% in 1979 to 56% in 2014)

• Piketty, Saez & Zucman (2018)
• 41 percentage point difference from Piketty & Saez (2003)

• 14 percentage points attributed to adjusting for taxation and
including all components of national income (employer benefits,
government transfers and services)

• 7 percentage points attributed to using the national income price
deflator that is closer to the PCE than the CPI-U-RS

• 20 percentage points attributed to changing the unit analysis from
tax unit to all Americans age 20 and older as the unit of
observation
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Some sense of the size of transfers

Figure 7: Maag et al. (2012)
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The choice of price index is consequential

Figure 8: Burkhauser et al. 2019.
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Adjusting for economies of scale

• There are economies of scale when multiple people share a
household

• Ex. The rent on a two-bedroom apartment is generally less
than twice the rent of a one-bedroom apartment

• To calculate per-person income from household income, the
equivalence scale divides by the square root of the number of
household members
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Isolating changes in methodology for measuring median income

• Elwell et al. (2019) study the evolution of median income from
1959 to 2016

• Highlight the sensitivity of measurements to the income type and
methodology

• Document decline in market income of the middle class since 1969
(orange series in the next slide)

• But show the decline more than offset by taxes and transfers
• In the next slide, read off incremental changes in the following

order
• Light blue is the labor income at the tax unit
• Red switches to household size-adjusted unit
• Yellow switches to market income
• Dark blue adds transfers, taxes, in-kind transfers, Medicare,

Medicaid and employer-sponsored health insurance (ESI)
• We will return to this chart and outline the different methodologies

shortly
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Whether median income has increased or decreased over time depends on
income-type and methodology

• Median income as a share of 1979 median income level
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Elwell et al. (2019) - Data

• Use public use ASEC-CPS data for income years 1967-2016
• Better flexibility in specification of income and income-sharing unit

than tax data
• Adjusts for differences in household size/composition using the

equivalence scale
• Does not fully capture the highest incomes, which tax-based data

do, but unlikely to affect the results on median income
• Since many Great Society programs began before 1967 (ex.

Medicare and Medicaid), extend data back to earlier peak of 1959
using Decennial Census

• Extend back to peak to separate trends in income growth from
business cycle variation

• ASEC-CPS and Census values are similar in overlapping years
(1969, 1979, and 1989)
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Data continued

• Account for two breaks in ASEC-CPS methodology
• 1992-1993: Improvement in survey questions

• Adjust by assuming decrease in median income in this period is
caused by methodology, adjust median income in preceding
years by the same percentage

• 2013: Improvement in methods. ASEC-CPS split population
and used past years’ methods for one and a new method for
the other

• Adjust median income in preceding years by the ratio based on
the new and the old methods
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Sensitivity of methodology for median income

• Present time-series measurements of median income under
different methodologies

• Calculate labor earnings and market earnings with and without
size-adjustments, and pre- and post-taxes and transfers

• The next few slides give precise descriptions of the additional
assumptions under each measurement methodology
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Definitions of measurement methodologies

• Labor earnings of the median tax unit: Wages and salaries,
self-employment income, and farm income at the unadjusted
tax unit

• Tax units are not defined in the ASEC-CPS or Decennial
Census

• Assume married couples, divorced or widowed individuals, and
single individuals over the age of 20 are all considered their
own tax unit

• Market income of the median tax unit Gross income from
wages and salaries, farm income, self-employment and business
income, retirement income from pensions, dividends, interest,
rent, and alimony at the unadjusted tax unit
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Definitions of measurement methodologies

• Household size-adjusted labor earnings of the median
person Expands the sharing unit to the household and makes the
unit of analysis the person. Adjust by the square root of the
number of people in the household and assume equal sharing
across household members

• Household size-adjusted market income of persons Adjust
market income of the median tax unit to be at the household unit
and makes the unit of analysis the person

• Household size-adjusted pre-tax post-transfer income of
persons

• Adds government cash transfers (Aid to Families with Dependent
Children and its successor, Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families and social insurance programs such as Social Security and
Workers’ Compensation).

• Excludes transfers directly tied to the tax system (ex. EITC) and
in-kind government transfers such as food and housing assistance
and the market value of Medicare/Medicaid.
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Definitions of measurements continued

• Household size-adjusted post-tax post-transfer plus in-kind
transfer income of persons

• Uses NBER’s TaxSim 9.3 to estimate Federal and State taxes and
liabilities, including Social Security and Medicare payroll taxes

• Captures the market value of some in-kind transfers: The value of
SNAP, housing subsidies, school lunches

• Household size-adjusted post-tax post-transfer plus in-kind
transfer income (including Medicare, Medicaid, and ESI) of
persons

• Include the market value of Medicare, Medicaid, and ESI based on
the Census Bureau’s imputed value of health insurance (full
market value rather than just its fungible value)
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Whether median income has increased or decreased over time depends on
income-type and methodology

• Median income as a share of 1979 median income level
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Sensitivity by quintile

• Panel B restricts period to 1959-2007 to compare peaks
• Adjusting for taxes and cash/in-kind transfers, all five income quintiles

experienced gains of more than 100%
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Measurements of inequality are sensitive as well
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Sensitivity of inequality - Top 1%
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The sensitivity of measures of inequality

• Measuring inequality presents further challenges, in particular,
which data source to use

• Public-use CPS/Census data does not measure income at the top
well

• IRS data at the tax-unit level, tax laws and incentive to report
income change over time

• CPS and IRS studies have told different stories
• Public-use March CPS studies show HH income inequality

increased substantially in the 1970s/80s and continued at a slower
pace in the 1990s

• Gottschalk and Danziger 2005, Daly and Valetta 2006, and
Burkhauser, Feng and Jenkins 2009

• IRS studies find higher inequality and growth
• Piketty and Saez (2003, 2008) find the share of total income held

by the very richest groups grew during the 1990s and rapidly
through the beginning of the 21st century

• Burkhauser et al. (2012) reconcile existing studies by
showing how measurements change with income type and
methodology vs data source
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Burkhauser et al. (2012)

• Use internal CPS data that measures top incomes better than
public use CPS files

• Match influential tax-data study Piketty & Saez (2003) for
most results

• Show that previous studies that used IRS and CPS data differed
not only in data source but in their measurement methodology

• In the next slide, we review the methodological differences
between earlier studies that Burkhauser et al. (2012) overcome
in consilience exercise
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Differences between CPS and IRS tax return studies

• Three methodological differences
1 Inequality measurement

• CPS research often uses indices like the Gini coefficient or Theil
index that use data on all incomes or p90/p10 that ignore incomes
at the very top

• IRS research focuses on the top of the distribution, the share of the
income held by the richest percent

2 Income measurement
• CPS use pre-tax, post-transfer income excluding capital gains
• Piketty & Saez (2003) include any income reported on IRS

personal income tax returns before deductions, include capital
gains. Including stock options, exclude most transfer income

3 Income receiving unit
• CPS report at individual level. Aggregate income to the HH and

deflate using an equivalence scale to account for differences in
economies of scale. Attribute size-adjusted HH income to each
individual within HH

• Piketty and Saez (2003) aggregate to tax unit, do not adjust,
examine the distribution among tax units
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Definitions of measurements

• Burkhauser et al. (2012) present results using the following
methodologies for consilience with existing literature

• CPS-Post-HH: Traditional CPS - size-adjusted pre-tax
post-cash transfer HH income excluding capital gains at the
individual level

• CPS-Pre-TU: Piketty-Saez-type - non-size-adjusted pre-tax
pre-transfer tax unit income amongst potential tax units.
Excluding capital gains because don’t have data in CPS

• Compare these measurements to Piketty-Saez’s measurements
that used tax data

• Comparing CPS-Post-HH and CPS-Pre-TU informative about
sensitivity of measures to definitions

• Comparing CPS-Pre-TU and Piketty-Saez informative about
sensitivity to of measures to differences in data source
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Times series data on inequality - 90 to 95

Figure 9: Burkhauser et al. 2012.
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Times series data on inequality - 95 to 99

Figure 10: Burkhauser et al. 2012.
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Times series data on inequality - 1%

Figure 11: Burkhauser et al. 2012.
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Inequality under different measurements

Figure 12: Burkhauser et al. 2012.
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CPS vs. IRS for the top 1%

• In 90 v 95 and 95 v 99 we see that measurements using CPS and
IRS data are very similar

• In top 1% large differences remain with three divergences
• Prior to 1986, the trends were similar across methodologies
• Afterwards there are three divergence

• 1986 to 1988: Tax Reform Act of 1986 improved ability to capture
income at the top

• 1992 to 1993: Redesign of CPS, allowing respondents to enter
higher income values

• 1993 to 2000: Reynolds (2016) posits two explanations. 1)
Changes in tax rules requiring executive stock options to be
reported as taxable income 2) Greater increase in the use of
tax-deferred savings accounts by the rich outside of the 1%

• Major differences in measurements of income inequality
stemming from data source are confined to top 1%
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Times series data on inequality - 1%

Figure 13: Burkhauser et al. 2012.
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Larrimore (2014): Changing household structures

• To better understand why different methodologies return
different measurements, we turn to Larrimore (2014) which
looks at the contribution of changing household structures to
measurements of inequality

• Literature before him suggested the following factors drove
inequality growth

• Increases in male and female labor earnings inequality
• Shifts in male and female employment rates
• Increases in correlation between earnings of household

members
• Decline in households headed by married couples

• Larrimore (2014) uses a shift-share analysis of March CPS data
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Larrimore (2014) decompositon methodology

1 Start with 1980 public use March CPS
• Correct for Census topcoding using cell-mean data
• Look at pre-tax, post-transfer cash income of households from

labor and non-labor income sources, excluding capital gains,
adjusted by equivalence scale (dividing by the square root of the
households size)

2 Decompose changes in household income inequality into
component sources by adding each factor sequentially

• Changes in population characteristics (ex. martial and
employment status of HH head)

• Changes in distribution of source-level incomes (Changes to
male/female head earnings, non-head earnings, non-labor earnings)

• Correlations on incomes across income sources
3 Compare resulting income inequality trends to that which would

have occurred had the specified factor remained unchanged
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Decomposition: Changes in population characteristics

• The first set of factors address changes in categorical
characteristics such as the marital and employment status of the
household heads

• Within-group income distributions are held constant, and the
relative size of each group is changed

• For example, how does an increase in full-time workers change the
overall income distribution, holding the income distribution of
full-time, part-time, and non-workers constant

• Do so by reweighting observations from the base year, t, such that
the fraction of the population in each group matches that in future
years t’

• Increasing the weight of individuals with characteristics more
prevalent in year t’ so that the impact of changing the prevalence
of characteristics is estimated without altering the income
distributions within a group
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Decomposition: Changes in distribution of source-level income

• The second set of factors address changes in the income
distributions within each group, for example, an increase in labor
earnings inequality of males

• The effects are analyzed using a rank-preserving income exchange
• Within a household, each individual i that is part of population

group k at time t has an income Yt
ik that is the sum of streams of

income from members of the household (income sources)

Yt
ik = ft1ik + ft2ik + ...+ ftNik

• Each individual’s income from the source f in year t is replaced
with the income of the individual at the same percentile rank of
the source f’s income distribution in year t

Yt′
ik(p1ik) = ft′1ik + ft2ik + ...+ ftNik

• p1ik is the percentile for each source
• Captures changes in the source-level income distribution of source

f within each population group while preserving conditional
earnings rank of each individual from source f and rank-correlation
across sources
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Correlations in incomes

• We have done rank-preserving income exchanges for sources f1 and
f2 separately

Ŷt′
ik(p1ik, p2ik) = ft′1ik(p1ik) + ft′2k(p2k) + ft3ik + ...+ ftNik

• To change the correlation between sources of income (ex. increase
in assortive mating) let g1 = f1 + f2. Combine sources prior to the
rank-preserving income exchange rather than after. Then, calling
each individual’s percentile rank in the g1 distribution qfik

Ŷt′
ik(q1ik) = gt′

1ik(q1ik) + ft3ik + ...+ ftNik

• Comparing results when only their seperate income distributions
change with that when their joint distribution changes isolates the
impact of changing the correlation
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Decomposition results

• Consider income inequality trends across peak years of business
cycles

• Row (1) of Table 1 shows the average annual percentage change in
Gini coefficients for each business cycle since 1979

• Large increase in inequality (0.97% per year) in the 1980s business
cycle

• Row (2) shows declining marriage rates account for ≈ 0.09% per
year of inequality growth over the three business cycles

• Row (3) shows decline in work among males had a small impact
• Decline concentrated among part-time workers, see Table 2

• Row (4) shows shifts in the male earnings distribution
conditional on employment and martial status are extremely
important in the 1980s and 1990s business cycles

• 1980s, when inequality increased most rapidly, accounted for
income inequality growth of 0.65% per year, representing over 2/3
of the net increase

• In the 2000s, accounted for 0.35% average annual percentage
point reduction in income inequality

• Table 2 shows that male earnings inequality rose in the 1980s and
1990s and fell during the 2000s
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Decomposition results

Figure 14: Larrimore (2014)
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Decomposition results

Figure 15: Larrimore (2014)
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Decomposition results

• Row (5) shows increases in female employment slowed household
income inequality growth over the 1980s and 1990s, and decreases
in female employment in the 2000s increased income inequality

• Contribution to growth in inequality in the 2000s explains why net
income inequality grew despite male earnings inequality decreasing

• Row (6) shows changes to the earnings distribution of female
households heads, conditional on martial status and whether they
work full or part time, partially offset household income inequality
declines stemming from the increase in female employment until
2000

• Row (7) shows the increase in spouses’ labor earnings correlation
since the 1970s accounted for 0.14 percent-per-year increase in
income inequality during the 1980s business cycle. Fell in
importance in 1990s and accounted for inequality declines in the
2000s

• Correlation changes can come from shifts in the correlation of
earnings among duel-earner couples or from changes in where in
the income distribution women are entering the labor market and
met are leaving

• Shifts in where entry and exists from the labor market drive these
results
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Percentage Changes in Wives’ Employment Rate

• Positive correlation btwn husband’s earnings and wife’s employment
• By 1990s, the wives of high earning men no longer entering the labor market at a faster

pace than those married to lower earning men
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Decomposition results

• Rows (8-9) look at the impact of changes to non-head labor
earnings

• Rows (10-11) look at private non-labor income such as interest
and dividends, notice that capital gains are not captured in the
CPS and not included in these calculations

• Rows (12-13) In the 1980s there was a reduction in the amount
of public transfers and reduction in the amount of
concentration among the lowest income individuals. Transfers
became less effective at reducing inequality. In the 1990s
transfers increased and became more correlated with low
incomes, contributing to the the slowdown in income inequality
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Taking stock of where we are

• Elwell et al. (2019) and Burkhauser et al. (2012) show the
sensitivity of measurements of income distributions to
methodology

• The sensitivity suggests that a multitude of factors should be
considered when thinking about income distributions

• Skills and prices
• Family structure and demography
• Transfers and social insurance

• Larrimore (2014) shows the importance of these factors directly
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Auten & Splinter (2019): A challenge to Saez & Piketty

• Burkhauser et al. (2012) reconcile studies using different data
sources

• Show that measurements using CPS data can closely match
measurements from IRS data reported in Piketty-Saez (2003)
except for the top 1%

• Auten & Splinter (2019) challenge the methodology of Piketty
& Saez (2003) and later updates and make step-by-step
correction
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Auten & Splinter (2019): A challenge to Saez & Piketty

• Show that top income share estimates based only on individual
tax returns are biased by tax-base changes, major social
changes, and missing income sources

• Addressing these issues requires numerous assumptions,
especially for broadening income beyond that reported on tax
returns

• Show the effects of adjusting for technical tax issues and the
sensitivity to alternative assumptions for distributing missing
income

• Find that there has been little change since the early
1960s in after-tax top income shares after accounting
for government transfers
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Challenges to working with tax data

• Tax data better represents top income groups than survey data but
presents challenges

• Tax legislation has changed over time so that the rules and
incentives for reporting income has changed

• Tax units as the unit of analysis can bias results: declining marriage
rates, changing household structures, returns filed by dependents

• Important sources of income are excluded: government transfers,
non-taxable employer-provided benefits

• Share of missing income has increased over time. Market income
on tax returns accounts for only about 60% of national income in
recent years

• Technical issues on differences between what is reported on tax
returns and what economists regard as current-year economic
income
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Piketty & Saez (2003)

• Piketty & Saez (2003) estimated that the top 1% share more than
doubled from 9 to 20% between 1962 and 2015

• Two broad criticisms
• Study the top 1% of tax units

• This introduced a bias as marriage rates have declined
disproportionately among poorer Americans

• Marriage rates among tax filers declined from 67 to 39% of tax
units between 1960-2015, but for top 1%: 90 to 85%

• =⇒ increase in number of tax units
• =⇒ increase in number of tax units in top 1% which are

disproportionately married
• About 40% of the increase occurred around the Tax Reform of

1986
• Created incentives for firms to operate as pass-through where

owners register profits as income rather than sheltering inside
corporations

• Since incentives did not exist before, top-incomes likely
understated before the reform

• Money inside corporations show up as retained earnings and are
declared as capital gains when shares in the business change hands

• Capital gains are volatile: reflect chosen timing of seller, and
movement in the stock market
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Piketty, Saez & Zucman (2018) update

• Piketty, Saez & Zucman (2018) address two criticisms in
updated paper

• Rank over individuals instead of tax unit
• Replace capital gains with retained earnings

• But still find leap in the share of pre-tax income of the top 1%
from about 12% in the early 1980s to 20% in 2014

• This is because they expand sources of income sources
• Try and allocate every dollar of GDP
• But 2/5 of GDP does not show up on individuals’ tax records

(untaxed by government or illegally omitted)
• Measurements are sensitive to how you allocate this income
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PSZ (2018) From taxable to total income

Figure 16: PSZ
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Auten & Splinter (2019) have further criticisms

Figure 17: Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Comparison of results to PSZ

• 1962 to 1979, two calculations are similar (Figure 1 and Table
3)

• During these decades most of the income excluded from tax
returns was from retained earnings and the two allocation
approaches have similar distributional effects

• 1979 to 2014, very different estimates.
• PSZ: Increase in pre-tax/after-tax income share was 9 pp/6.5

pp
• AS: 4.8/1.4pp

• Table 4 breaks down differences.
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Accounting for differences

• In 2014, AS pre-tax income share is 14.3%, 5.9 pp below PSZ
estimate

• 40% of the difference in allocating underreported income
• 20% from the treatment of retirement income
• 10% differences in non-retirement pre-tax corporate income

including corporate tax differences
• 10% from other taxes being allocated by our measure of disposable

income less savings versus PSZ factor income less savings (which
ignores effects from transfers, retirement income and taxes)

• 10% net effects of our corrections to tax return–based income
• 10% other differences

• Most from PSZ distributing underreported (passthrough) business
income in proportion to positive reported business income

• PSZ truncates business income at zero thereby ignoring the share
of underreported business income found on tax returns with losses
and overstates amounts found on returns that do report large
profits

• It also ignores evidence that the ratio of underreported income
tends to decline at higher levels of reported income
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Accounting for differences

• PSZ distributes about 50% of underreported business income
to the top 1% in 2014

• However, audit data suggest that only about 15% should go to
the final top 1% after re-ranking

• PSZ explain that they allocate more underreported income to
the top of the distribution because of lower-quality audits of
complex partnerships

• However, PSZ effectively removes underreported income found
lower in the distribution and transfers that income to the top
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Accounting for differences

• Differences in allocating private retirement income explain about 1
pp of the difference in pre-tax top 1% shares

• AS 2014 retirement income is about half from taxable distributions
and half from inside buildup (dividend + interest income of
retirement accounts), which AS allocate by account ownership

• Overall, the top 1% receives about 6 percent
• PSZ online data suggest they allocate more than twice this share
• One factor in the high PSZ share is they use taxable and

non-taxable IRA distributions and pension income reported on tax
returns to allocate inside buildup

• While some pension and IRA income can be non-taxable, most of
the nontaxable amounts on tax returns reflect rollovers and the
basis portion of Roth conversions

• Since these amounts reflect asset values rather than income, they
should not be mixed with income flows to allocate retirement
income
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Accounting for differences

• In 2014, the PSZ rollover-inclusive approach results in a top 1%
share of pension wealth of 14%—much higher than the
Devlin-Foltz, Henriques, and Sabelhaus (2016) estimate of about
8% using the Survey of Consumer Finance, which is better suited
for estimating the distribution of pension wealth

• For after-tax income, the PSZ estimate of the top 1% share in
2014 is much higher than AS (15.7% vs 8.6 percent), but most of
this difference is explained by pre-tax differences

• After accounting for pre-tax differences, only 1.1 pp remains
• The largest after-tax effect is 1.3 pp due to PSZ allocating all

government consumption by after-tax income and none per capita
• This assumption ignores the redistributive and public goods

aspects of government consumption, which are captured by our
half per capita allocation
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Accounting for differences

• Another half a pp is due to allocation of government deficits
• These effects, which lower our top share estimates relative to

PSZ, are partially offset by differences in the distribution of
corporate and other taxes (essentially undoing pre-tax
differences)

• Imputed rent is allocated by reported property taxes in both
studies

• PSZ fixed the share of property taxes allocated to
non-itemizers at 25% in all years, despite non-itemizers
accounting for nearly 50% in 1962

• AS imputed rent approach allocates more imputed rent to the
bottom of the distribution in the 1960s
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Auten & Splinter (2019)

Figure 18: Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Auten & Splinter (2019)

Figure 19: Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Auten & Splinter (2019)

Figure 20: Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Sensitivity of measurements of taxes to measurements of income

• Most studies of U.S. taxes have measured them to be progressive
• Piketty and Saez (2007), Auten and Splinter (2019), The

Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, the Joint Committee on
Taxation, the U.S. Treasury, and the Congressional Budget Office

• But Saez and Zucman (2019) argue that average tax rates are
nearly equal over the income distribution

• Average tax rates result from dividing total taxes of an income
group by their income

• Splinter (2019) show that PSZ measurements are a result of how
they measure income

• Three differences in how incomes are estimated stand out: the
allocation of underreported income, the allocation of retirement
income, and the definition of income
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Splinter (2019)

Figure 21: Splinter (2019)James Heckman Overview



Splinter (2019)

Figure 22: Uses an equal-spacing approach that shows how average tax
rates spike for a small share at the top of the distribution.
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Splinter (2019)

Figure 23: Considers average tax rates for all taxes, including state and
local income, property, and sales taxes
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Accounting for differences

• Three main differences: allocation of underreported income, the
allocation of retirement income, and the definition of income

• Underreported income: First, wage and business income in
national income data exceed amounts reported on tax returns
by over a trillion dollars

• Both PSZ and AS include these untaxed underreported
amounts

• PSZ allocate underreported income using an ad hoc
assumption that such income is proportional to reported
source-specific income =⇒ over-allocate underreported
income to the top

• AS rely on IRS audit studies that show that the ratio of
underreported income to reported income declines for higher
levels of reported income
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Accounting for differences, continued

• Untaxed income: Second, the PSZ allocation of untaxed
retirement income reduces average tax rates for the top of the
distribution

• PSZ count non-taxable rollovers as a part of retirement savings
• AS allege that rollovers represent assets shifting between

accounts rather than a current-year income flow
• This results in an over-allocation of non-taxable retirement

income to the top of the distribution and depresses the
estimated tax rate
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Accounting for differences, continued

• Definition of income: Third, differences in the income
definition have significant effects on lower-income tax rates

• A broad definition of pre-tax income should be used to
calculate average tax rates, but PSZ exclude non-social
insurance transfers and deduct most payroll taxes, decreasing
income and thereby increasing the PSZ low-income tax rate to
24%

• Using a more consistent approach, AS include all government
transfers and all payroll taxes in the income measure, which
decreases the AS low-income tax rate to 13%. These tax rates
approximate the bottom 50% rates in Figure 3

• See appendix for further details
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The sensitivity of assessing the “war on poverty” to income measurements

• 1964 President Lyndon B. Johnson declares “war on poverty”
• Legislation expanded and created federal programs assisting

low-income individuals
• Food Stamp Act of 1964 - Expanded and made permanent
• Social Security Act - Created Medicaid and Medicare
• EITC, CTC - tax code provisions targeting families with

children and low to moderate earnings
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Burkhauser, Larrimore, Elwell (2019) on poverty

• Study the share of people under the poverty line
• The Official Poverty Rate does not make adjustments for

in-kind transfers, taxes
• Propose the “Full-Income Poverty Rate” to include cash

income, taxes, and major in-kind transfers and update poverty
thresholds for inflation annually

• The share in poverty decreases from 12.3% to 2.3% in 2017
when incorporating adjustments
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Times series data on poverty

Figure 24: Burkhauser et al. 2019.
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Times series data on poverty

Figure 25: Burkhauser et al. 2019.
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Is Income the Proper Measure of Economic Welfare?
Trends in Consumption and Poverty
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Figure 26: Consumption Inequality 1961-2014

Notes: Consumption data are from the CE and income data are from the CPS. Well-measured consumption includes spending on food at home, rent (for
renters), rental equivalent (for homeowners or those in government or subsidized housing), utilities, service flows from owned vehicles, and spending on
gasoline and motor oil. See text for more details.
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Figure 5: Consumption Inequality 1961-2014

After-tax Money Income (90/10)
Total Consumption (90/10)
Well-measured Consumption (90/10)
Well-measured Consumption less Food at Home (90/10)

Note: Consumption data are from the CE and income data are from the CPS. Well-measured consumption includes spending
on food at home, rent (for renters), rental equivalent (for homeowners or those in government or subsidized housing),
utilities, service flows from owned vehicles, and spending on gasoline and motor oil. See text for more details.
Source: Meyer and Sullivan (2017).
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Figure 27: Consumption and Income Poverty Rates, 1960-2016,
Thresholds Anchored in 1980

Notes: Official Income Poverty follows the U.S. Census definition of income poverty using official thresholds. For measures other than the official one, the threshold in 1980 is
equal to the value that yields a poverty rate equal to the official poverty rate in 1980 (13.0 percent). The thresholds in 1980 are then adjusted over time using the Bias-Corrected
CPI-U-RS, which subtracts 1.1 percentage points from the CPI-U-RS each year from 1960-1977 and 0.8 percentage points from the CPI-U-RS each year from 1978-2016.
Poverty status is determined at the family level and then person weighted. After-Tax Money Income includes taxes and credits (calculated using TAXSIM). Consumption data are
from the CE and income data are from the CPS-ASEC/ADF. CE data are not available for the years 1962-1971, 1974-1979 and 1982-1983.  
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Figure 1: Consumption and Income Poverty Rates, 1960-2016, Thresholds Anchored in 1980

Sources: Meyer and Sullivan (2016).
Note: Official Income Poverty follows the U.S. Census definition of income poverty using official thresholds. For measures
other than the official one, the threshold in 1980 is equal to the value that yields a poverty rate equal to the official poverty
rate in 1980 (13.0 percent). The thresholds in 1980 are then adjusted over time using the Bias-Corrected CPI-U-RS, which
subtracts 1.1 percentage points from the CPI-U-RS each year from 1960-1977 and 0.8 percentage points from the CPI-U-RS
each year from 1978-2016. Poverty status is determined at the family level and then person weighted. After-Tax Money
Income includes taxes and credits (calculated using TAXSIM). Consumption data are from the CE and income data are from
the CPS-ASEC/ADF. CE data are not available for the years 1962-1971, 1974-1979 and 1982-1983.
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Figure 28: Should You Believe This Chart? Official Poverty Rate for the
United States 1959 to 2020
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Source: Horwitz, (2015)
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Table 1: Amenities in Poor Households

page 3

No. 2607 September 13, 2011

•	 Half have a personal computer, and one in seven 
have two or more computers.

•	 More than half of poor families with children 
have a video game system, such as an Xbox or 
PlayStation.

•	 43 percent have Internet service.

•	 40 percent have an automatic dishwasher.

•	 One-third have a wide-screen plasma or LCD TV.

•	 Around one-fourth have a digital video recorder, 
such as a TiVo.

•	 More than half have a cell phone.

Of course, nearly all poor households have com-
monplace amenities such as color TVs, telephones, 
and kitchens equipped with an oven, stove, and 
refrigerator.

In 2005, more than half of poor households 
had at least five of the following 10 conveniences: 
a computer, cable or satellite TV, air conditioning, 
Internet service, a large-screen TV, non-portable 

stereo, computer printer, separate 
freezer or second refrigerator, micro-
wave, and at least one color TV. One-
fourth of the poor had seven or more 
of these 10 items in their homes. (See 
Chart 2.)

The exact combination of these 10 
amenities obviously varied from one 
poor household to the next. Median 
or average poor households (five of 
10 amenities) most commonly had 
air conditioning, cable TV, a stereo, 
microwave, and at least one TV.

Since 2005, the share of poor 
households having air conditioning, 
computers, wide-screen TVs, Internet 
service, and microwaves has increased 
significantly. Today, it is likely that a 
majority of poor households have at 
least six of the 10 items.

Steady Improvement  
in Living Conditions

Are the numbers in Chart 1 a 
fluke? Have they been inflated by 
working-class families with lots of 

conveniences in the home who have lost jobs in the 
recession and temporarily joined the ranks of the 
poor? No. The data indicate that the broad array of 
modern conveniences in the homes of the poor is 
the result of decades of steady progress in the living 
standards of the poor. Year by year, the poor tend 
to be better off. Consumer items that were luxuries 
or significant purchases for the middle class a few 
decades ago have become commonplace in poor 
households.

In part, this is caused by a normal downward 
trend in prices after a new product is introduced. 
Initially, new products tend to be expensive and 
therefore available only to the affluent. Over time, 
prices fall sharply, and the product saturates the 
entire population including poor households. As 
a rule of thumb, poor households tend to obtain 
modern conveniences about a dozen years after the 
middle class. Today, most poor families have con-
veniences that were major purchases or unafford-
able to the middle class not too long ago.

Microwave
Air conditioner

Car or truck
VCR

DVD player
Cable or satellite TV
Video game system*

Personal computer
Internet service

Dishwasher
Non-portable stereo

Big-screen plasma or LCD television
Two or more cars or trucks

Digital video recorder (such as TiVo)
Two or more computers

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

92.3%
81.6%

74.1%
70.6%

64.5%
63.7%

53.9%
50.2%

42.6%
39.7%

34.3%
33.7%

30.6%
23.1%

15.9%

heritage.orgChart 1 • B 2607

Amenities in Poor Households 

Sources: U.S. Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey, 2009, at 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs/ (June 22, 2011), and U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States: 
2009, at http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/h150-09.pdf (September 8, 2011).

* Among poor families with children in 2005.

Percent of Poor Households Which Have Each Item

Source: Rector and Sheffield (2011). U.S. Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey, 2009, at
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs/ (June 22, 2011), and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S.
Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States: 2009, at
http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/h150-09.pdf (September 8, 2011).
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Concluding thoughts

• Studying income distributions is complex
• Controversy surrounds even the most basic measurements
• The sensitivity of measurements to income types, data source,

and methodology highlight the importance of studying a
multitude of factors and their interactions in determining
income distributions
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APPENDIX
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Road map of AS methodology

1 Replicate PS fiscal income excluding capital gains
• Filers: Adjusted gross income + statutory adjustments -

taxable Social Security and unemployment benefits and
Schedule D capital gains

• Non-filers: 20% of average income of filers
2 Correct fiscal income calculation

• Correct for sample, adjust for tax reform, add tax-exempt
interest, additions and corrections to income components,
bases income groups on the number of individuals rather than
tax units

3 Estimate pre-tax and after-tax income measures that target
national income
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Correct fiscal income

1 Correct sample
• Want to be consistent with Census counts of filing/non-filing

tax units
• Limit returns to residents over the age of 20 that are not

claimed as dependents on other tax returns
• Income of dependent filers is allocated among tax returns with

dependent children
• Correct for married couples filing seperate returns

2 Impose post-TRA86 loss limits
• Apply limitations on deducations of losses for rent and other

business income to years before the reform
• This makes a large fraction of losses non-deductible, increasing

the incomes of those taking advantage of tax shelters
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Methodology continued

3 Add tax-exempt interest
4 Correct income definition

• Add back excluded dividends before 1987, tax-exempt combat pay,
and net operating loss carryovers from prior years (reflect
prior-year losses)

• Capital gains distributions listed separately from Schedule D and
ordinary gains from the sale of business property are subtracted

• Subtract gambling losses, taxable state/local income tax refunds
and IRA contributions to parallel treatment of excluded employee
contributions to other defined contribution accounts(ex. 401(k))

• These corrections provide a consistent exclusion of capital gains
and retirement contributions

• Estimate non-filer income using the SOI Databank (contains every
person with a taxpayer identification number

• Fiscal income of non-filers is estimated using Forms W-2 (wages),
1099-R (pensions), 1099-DIV (dividends), and
1099-MISC(miscellaneous income)

• Sum income from these sources and divide by the number of
non-filer tax units for average non-filer income
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Methodology continued

5 Set groups by number of individuals and rank by size-adjusted
income

• Define income groups based on all individuals instead of tax units
and rank using size-adjusted incomes to control for falling
marriage rates

• Use size-adjusted income to rank tax-units and determine income
groups

• Use equivalence scale of dividing tax unit income by the
square-root of the number of individuals in unit

• Note that income shares are calculated using total tax unit incomes
(unadjusted), such that they sum to national income

• Changing from tax units to individuals ranked by size-adjusted
incomes decreases top 1% income shares by 0.8 pp in the 1960s
and 1.9 pp in recent years.
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Methodology continued

6 Pre-tax income expansions: Include sources not captured on
individual tax returns

• Fiduciary retained income
• Corporate retained earnings
• Corporate taxes
• Business property taxes
• Inflationary component of business interest deductions and other

inflation adjustments
• Underreported income
• Imputed rental income on housing (including property taxes)
• Employer portion of payroll taxes
• Employer-provided insurance costs
• Retirement account income
• Other sources of national income, primarily sales taxes

• Table 1 and Figure 2 show the impact of these adjustments on top
1%

• The effects of adding retained earnings and corporate taxes
decrease over time as the share of business conducted by C
corporations and corporate tax rates decrease

• The effects of payroll taxes and insurance increase over time
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AS methodology for pre-tax/after-transfer income

• Government cash and non-cash transfers are added to pre-tax
income

• Social Security and unemployment benefits reported on tax returns
• NIPA Social Security and unemployment benefits not reported on

tax returns are allocated to the bottom half of the distribution
• NIPA value of other cash transfers is allocated to the bottom half

of the distribution
• Includes federal supplemental security income and the refundable

portion of tax credits (generally, earned income and additional child
tax credits), as well as cash transfers from state and local
governments

• Value of Medicare benefits less premiums is allocated
proportionally to filers and non-filers age 65 and older, except for
high-wage filers likely receiving insurance through their employers

• Finally, NIPA value of remaining non-cash transfers, such as
Medicaid and food stamps, is allocated to the bottom half of the
distribution

• As shown in Table 2, the inclusion of transfers decreases top 1%
income shares with a growing effect over time: 0.5 percentage
points in 1960, 0.8 in 1979, and 1.9 in 2015

• Other studies have found similar reductions (Bricker et al. (2016b);
Congressional Office (2016))
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Methodology for after-tax income

• Taxes are subtracted from pre-tax/after-transfer income
• Additional adjustments for federal individual income tax liabilities

• Foreign tax credits, which reflect foreign withholding taxes paid,
are added back to federal income taxes

• The Additional Medicare Tax and Net Investment Income Tax,
which began in 2013, are included in federal income taxes

• Self-employment taxes and other payroll taxes are considered
separately in connection with SS and UI benefits

• The estate tax encourages planning over many years prior to
actual payment of the tax. Therefore, AS assume that estate and
gift taxes are borne by decedents over the decade before estate
taxes are filed

• Using population tax data, estimate the fraction of estate tax paid
by decedents by income group in each of these years

• This approach accounts for year-to-year income variability among
high-wealth individuals

• Approach reflects the complex relationships among income
dynamics, wealth, and estate tax planning.
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Methodology for after-tax income continued

• Taxes (continued)
• State/local income and residential real estate taxes are based on

deducted amounts
• Most tax returns at the top itemize deductions

• Sales and other taxes are allocated by disposable income (after-tax
income at the stage above after subtracting payroll taxes) less
savings

• Include government deficits/surpluses and government
consumption to match national income

• Government deficits/surpluses are allocated by federal payroll and
income taxes paid because almost all deficits are at the federal
level

• Government consumption includes spending valued at cost of
military expenditures, education spending, and other non-transfer
gov spending

• Allocate government consumption half per capita and half by
after-tax income to account for the mixture of types of
government spending

• Ex. Police and military spending may be considered to have a large
public good component, while higher-income individuals may derive
more benefits from government spending for public universities

• Provide estimates excluding government consumption in the online
data and present alternative allocations in the sensitivity analysis
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Results - Moving from Fiscal Income to National Income

• In 1960,
• Sample and income corrections and excluding capital gains reduce

the top 1% income share of fiscal income from 9.0 to 7.9 percent
• Income expansions to reach national income increase this share to

11.0%
• Most important factor is addition of pre-tax C corporation income

in place of realized capital gains, reflects the sheltering of income
inside corporations to avoid high individual income tax rates

• In 2015,
• The fiscal income share is 20.3%, pre-tax income share is 14.1%
• The most important factors are controlling for the decrease in the

marriage rate of lower-income tax units (1.9 pp), replacing realized
capital gains with pre-tax C corporation income (1.1 pp), including
employer-provided insurance (0.8 pp), including underreported
income (0.8 pp), and including the employer share of payroll taxes
(0.5 pp)
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Results continued

• Measure of pre-tax/after-transfer income includes government
transfers, the largest of which is Social Security benefits. Relative
to pre-tax national income, this measure avoids the problem of
treating a large share of older retired individuals as having almost
no income

• In 1960, the top 1% income share is 10.5%, only slightly lower
than the pre-tax national income share because transfers were
relatively small. In 2015, the top share is reduced by two pp from
14.1 to 12.2% due to the growth of transfers (see Table 2)

• These differences are consistent with the increase in earned income
inequality being offset by increasing amounts of transfers

• After-tax income top 1% shares fluctuate with the business cycle,
but have remained relatively unchanged over the last five decades.
The estimated increase in the top 1% after-tax income share
between 1962 and 2015 is small compared to PS: 0.2 vs. 11.4 pp
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Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Auten & Splinter (2019)
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Auten & Splinter (2019)

Figure 29: Auten & Splinter (2019)
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How Much of Business Income is Due to Human Capital?
Return to Skills Invested in the Individual
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Capitalists in the Twenty-first Century
by Matthew Smith, Danny Yagan, Owen M. Zidar, and Eric Zwick

June (2019)
(University of Wisconsin-Madison)
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